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Dear Dr. Lott, 

 

I deeply apologize on behalf of all Oregonian citizens who would have wanted to hear 

more of your world renowned expert testimony and research as it relates to SB 348. 

Sadly, we were all denied that by one of our traditionally petty politicians. 

 

Generously, the citizen beside you at the SB 348 testimony table asked if he could 

give up his couple of minutes to you, given how far you had traveled. That is a 

courtesy I’ve seen allowed often in other hearings.  But Prozanski, knowing the 

extent of your credentials as they tower over any he thinks he may possess, 

combined with his obvious perceived danger to party mob think, prevented you from 

sharing more information to the public. Galling.  He denied you with 3 unbelievably 

rude words to the gentleman who requested the transfer of his time…. 

 

 “you may not.”   

 

Definitive words that live in every dictator's heart.   (see time marked 14:00 to 17:40 

on the video of the hearing below) 
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Floyd’s denying you the time was a shocking moment to me. But he ever so clearly 

summed up the entirety of the Oregon Democratic Senate Party’s goal. They have no 

interest in proof or verifiable challenge to their folly. A study to them is whatever 

result they want, not find. They have never experienced the shame of their extremist 

behavior and that common trait in particular applies to this rushed,  secret and non 

transparent debacle blend of Measure 114 into SB348.  

Sadly, we have only a couple of Senators with a semblance of courage wiling to 

address this madness that may soon befall Oregon if our politicians continue to 

ignore the Constitution.  

The Senate Democrat's attempt to undermine a sitting judge is only further proof of 

their despotic desires. Their way or the highway is all they know when it comes to 

real world facts and truth in Oregon. I would add the Nashville tragedy as one more 



example of their willful misdirection. Thank God good guys with guns stopped a bad 

guy with a gun. Another fact that the left ridicules in their destructive fantasy thinking. 

And to that subject so much more could have been done. 

 

Thank you Dr Lott for coming to Oregon and attempting to help us. I hope the 

treatment you received will not destroy any opportunity we might have in the future 

for your return. That would be Floyd’s goal.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sally Klein 

 

 


